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“The power of the Light is the transforming power by which you are transformed!  I AM 

the Spirit of the Mother Flame that enfolds Terra and that comes forth in this hour to 

deliver unto God the Divine Manchild within you. 

 

The Light that is the Light of all is the very fire of creation whence cometh Alpha, Omega, 

and the fusion of the divine Light for the Presence of the seven flames and the seven 

priests of the Sacred Fire who send forth their adorations unto the Most High God. 

 

You wonder and the elementals wonder; angelic hosts wonder at the glory of God and His 

appearing in man. You wonder and all wonder how the Golden Age shall appear. For you 

know that it must appear out of the consciousness of Golden Age man and the flaming 

awareness of the Holy of Holies and the flaming Cherubim who guard the ark of the 

covenant–the covenant of the Law made between God and man. 

 

I come to initiate the spiral of the victory of the Feminine Ray within you. And as the 

Presence of the Mother Flame on behalf of millions of evolutions upon this and other 

worlds, I have the authority in the plane of Spirit and I hope to gain the authority in the 

plane of your heart. You, sons and daughters of the Most High God, are the authority for 

this octave, and so you have been told. Bear well in mind, then, that you must give 

conscious daily acknowledgment of those powers that you desire to be made manifest in 

your world. 

 

I have come to speak to you concerning the fact that I desire to be present with you in 

your members as the conscious radiating point of Lady Master Venus, of Mother Mary, 

of the Mother Flame, of Omega and your own ascending solar awareness. And thus I have 

come to make this request; that you give acknowledgment to the Mother Flame and those 

who have achieved an ascended awareness of that Flame–myself, the Holy Mother, and 

others of the Ascended Hosts to whom you may call, Kwan Yin; the Lady Master Nada, 

Pallas Athena, and those who have personified the Mother and the Child. For by holding 

the chalice of your identity to receive therein the elixir, the essence, of the Father and the 

Body of the Mother, you enter into that ritual of Sacred Communion daily and hourly 

which is the means whereby a planet and its people may rise into the golden heights of 

the Golden Age consciousness. 

 

I come bearing the crown of Life <1>which each one may wear as the crown of attainment 

of cycles of perfection. And the stars in this crown are the stars of the Diamond Shining 

Mind of God that reflects the facets of the 144,000 virtues of the Mind of God. This is 

that which I desire to amplify in you–the crown of heavenly virtues made tangible and 

real. 
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You are the hands and the feet, the heart of Hierarchy in the plane of Matter. To whom 

shall we go to give our gifts?  To those who will receive us. By your presence here you 

have acknowledged in some portion of your being our presence in your midst. And so we 

come to the remnant of the House of Israel. And all that is real within man responds to all 

that is real within God!  And there is a fusion of heaven and earth this day, and a new 

heaven and a new earth <2> is seen!  Behold the All-Seeing Eye of God that is the contact 

through the immaculate vision of the immaculate heart of the Divine Mother!  Behold 

golden man and the reality of Divinity! 

 

And thus religion comes forth as the spirals of Alpha to reveal the spiritual nature of God 

to man!  And the spirals of Omega come forth to establish the sacred science!  You have 

a science in the world, but it is a science that is based on effects rather than on causes and 

on the First Cause. 

 

Understand, O mankind, that with the ascendancy of the Mother Flame comes the 

ascendancy of the sacred science, which is the outpicturing of the Mother Consciousness 

is all of its manifestations and expressions. For the Divine Mother is the sacred science. 

And as man realizes Her Flame, he knows all science–the geometrics of the Cosmos, the 

mathematics of the sacred number of the sacred Pyramid of Life. 

 

Do you see then that mankind’s science has been perverted through the perversion of the 

Mother?  And since the Fall of Woman– the descent of her consciousness in to the lower 

levels of expression–science has not been true and the plumb line of Truth has not been 

the measurement of mankind’s science. 

 

The sacred Cosmos in the energy consciously enfolding man–this is the meaning of the 

word science. And so in the release of Fohat, the Sacred Fire from the letters, man finds 

the root meaning of every word in the lexicon of the Godhead. You are privileged, beloved 

ones, to have the inheritance of the English language wherein the expressions of the priests 

of the Sacred Fire upon Atlantis are realized through the sacred key I AM. 

 

Behold, I AM Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending! <3> And thus the 

beginning of the Golden Age comes forth as Alpha in the true religion of the ages whereby 

man is bound to God through the sacred laws!  And the swirling fires of redemption that 

go forth from the very center of man’s being–rising and falling, ascending and 

descending–manifest the dominion of the Spirit, of the Consciousness of Alpha! 

 

And thus upon the planetary body the perversion of religion has been the perversion of 

the Father image as a tyrant, as an anthropomorphic god, as a god turned upside down and 

backwards whom man ignorantly worships as the blind follow their blind 

leaders. <4> And thus now comes forth the ray from the Heart of Alpha to correct the 

false religions of the false hierarchs, to challenge them in the name of the Word, in the 

name of the Christ! 

 

I say then, this day there goes forth from the Heart, the very Heart of the Cosmic Egg 

which is the Great Central Sun, that specific ray that is the fire infolding itself and 

unfolding itself before the sacred altars of men!  And the ray from Alpha does descend to 

challenge all forcefields of ignorance as well as those of malicious intent that have 

perverted the divine geometry of the religion of the Spirit!  And there comes forth 
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simultaneously the spiral of Omega to challenge the false hierarchies of science, the 

perversions of the true culture of the Divine Mother! 

 

And so they descend!  And none can stay the hand of the fires of the Father-Mother God 

as the edict of the mighty scroll of Life is read by Archangels before the Court of the 

Sacred Fire!  And the Four and Twenty Elders <5> have stepped down the power of Alpha 

and Omega, the wisdom of Alpha and Omega, and the love of Alpha and Omega this day! 

 

And into the hearts of men come the rays, come forth the spirals!  And I tell you that the 

earth shall never be the same again!  For the earth shall be filled with the glory of the true 

religion, the true prophecy and the Law, the true science, the one science, the Alchemy of 

God that is the all-chemistry of all elements of perfection unfolding themselves within 

man the microcosm and man the Macrocosm! 

 

It is done. And you have been witness to the turning of the tide, which is tantamount to 

the entering of the Christ into the temple and the overturning of the tables of the money 

changers. <6>  For the money changers in the house of God–in the houses of Alpha and 

Omega–shall be overturned this day!  And the people shall behold and shall rejoice; for 

by the true vision of the Creator, all men shall know Me from the least unto the 

greatest. <7> Thus saith the Lord. All men shall know that sacred religion that is written 

within their hearts of the Sacred Law. <8> And all shall know the Real from the unreal. 

And all men shall know this day the sacred culture of the Divine Mother. And all shall see 

and behold Her face and Her Flame before them; for mankind shall look into the mirror 

of Life and behold there not the beast that ascendeth out of the bottomless pit, but the face 

of the Divine Woman and of the Divine Manchild! <9> 

 

And there shall no more be the requirement of the children of Light to defend their position 

and their station; for mankind shall know by the plumb line of Truth that is the Divinity 

within them that which is truth, that which is error, that which leads unto Life everlasting, 

and that which leadeth unto death and destruction. 

 

Come then, O ye children of the MOst High God, and receive the fires of regeneration 

given this day from the hand of the Almighty!  Be blessed that upon the altar of your heart 

you have received the quickening action that shall indeed make all things right!  For you 

are the cup of our consciousness–a chalice raised high!  No matter where you have been, 

enter this day into the courts of thanksgiving, of rejoicing and praise!  And let the old man 

with is deeds be put down, let the new man arise, <10> and let the Christ be born in you! 

 

I send to you now the love of my heart that is the love of the Father-Mother God. And I 

ask you to acknowledge the presence of Omega each day, and of Alpha too, that the twain 

might be revealed to you as the great Atom of Life–the Alpha to Omega, the Alpha to 

Omega, the Alpha to Omega!  [chant] 

 

So in the fires of the sacred AUM, return to God!  And in the fires of the great I AM, 

descend into the heart of the earth and take dominion there!  Children of the Light, 

rejoice!  for salvation and strength and the kingdom of our God is come <11> and abides 

in the tabernacle of men!  Behold, I AM the witness of the Mother Flame within you!  And 

it shall rise, and it shall take dominion! 
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And the densities 

Of the immensities 

Of the opposition 

To transition 

Shall be no more! 

 

 

The Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood saluteth you by and for the eternal reunion of 

the sacred science and the sacred religion that shall indeed bring in the Golden Age right 

in your very midst!” 
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